
INSTITUTE FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT

1. If in a certain code ‘TEARS’ is written as ‘UGDVX’ then SMILE

would be

1) TOLPJ 2) TOLNG 3) TOJPJ

4) TOKNH 5) None of these

2. In a certain code GARIMA is written as 725432 and TINA as

6482. How is MARTINA written in that code ?

1) 3256482 2) 3265842 3) 3658426

4) 3645862 5) None of these

3. If CRICKET is coded as FULFNHW, then EULGH will be coded

as :

1) PRIDE 2) BRIDE 3) BLADE

4) BRIEF 5) None of these

4. In a certain code, INSTITUTION is written as NOITUTTISNI.

How is PERFECTION written in that code ?

1) NOICTEFREP 2) NOITCEFERP 3) NOITCEFRPE

4) NOITCEFREP 5) None of these

Directions (5-6) : In each question below is given a group

of letters followed by four combinations of digitis/symbols

numbered (1), (2), (3) and (4).

You have to find out which of the combinations correctly

represents the group of letters based on the following coding

system and the conditions that follow and mark the number

of that combination as your answer. If none of the four

combinations correctly represents the group of letters, mark

(5) i.e. None of these as the answer.
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CODING-DECODING



Letter : A  R  P  M  D  E  I  Q  Z  F  H  K  U  W  J

Digit/Symbol

Code : ©  7 8   3   9  2  1  4  #  $  5  % @  6  δ
Conditions :

(i) If the first letter is a vowel and the last letter is a consonant,

both are to be coded as the code for the vowel.

(ii) If both the first and the last letter are consonants, both

are to be coded as the code for the last letter.

(iii) If the first letter is a consonant and the last letter is a

vowel, both are to be coded as ‘*’

5. IDUPRJ

1) 19@87δ 2) δ 9@877δ 3) 19@871

4) δ 9@8711 5) None of these

6. UKWJMA

1) ©%6δ 3@ 2) @%683@ 3) @%6δ ©3

4) @%6δ 3© 5) None of these

7. In a certain language, ‘to be polite’ is coded as ‘fa so la’; ‘she

is polite’ is coded as ‘so me pa’ and ‘to have manners’ is coded

as ‘na la ma’. Which of the following is the code for ‘be’ in

that language ?

1) so 2) fa 3) la

4) me 5) na

Directions (8-9) : study the following information to answer

the given questions :

In a certain code

‘answer it right’ is written as ba ja nu’

‘where is it’ is written as ‘fi ba to’

‘right from here’ is written as ‘sa vi ja’ and

‘here she is’ is written as ‘fi sa ho’

8. Which of the following may represent ‘absolutely right

answer’

1) ja nu vi 2) ko zi nu 3) nu ko ja

4) nu ja fi 5) zi ba nu
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1. (1) 2. (1) 3. (2) 4. (4) 5. (3) 6. (4) 7. (2)

8. (3) 9. (1) 10. (4)

9. What does the code ‘sa’ stand for ?

1) here 2) from 3) she

4) right 5) Either ‘from’ or ‘is’

10. In a certain code, ‘PLANT’ is written as ‘$@2*©’ and ‘YIELD’

is written as ‘b 64@%’. How is DELAY written in that code ?

1) b 4*2% 2) b 4@2% 3) %42@b

4) %4@2b 5) None of these


